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"Language is the most human, the most basic of all of man's activities

and accomplishments. . . . As we study language, we beqome increasingly

. aware of the broad resources that every speaker of every language-possesses"

(Owen Thomas, Transformational Grammar and theJeacher of English)P.
1

The goals of the English composition course are Cloth humaniStic and

pragmatic. The
.,

very humanness of language justifies its study: Alibi-bp-
.

. ,

portant, though, the study of language helps. the student become morb self-...

confident in his own ability to use language in a variety of written and
10

spoken-contexts, as well as developing in him an appreciation and &respect

for-the ability of other people to use language effectively. Without these

requisites communication cannot take place!In studying language in the

college composition course thp student should become familiar with the variety

and range oqAmerican dialects and should realize that:the traditional "stan-

dard of correctness" is an
t
artificial concept becauseino-one dialect is "more

wcorrect" than any other, including "standard English" (edited American English .

--EAE). EAE is merely one dialect of English that is appropriate for some
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contexts and inappropriate for others; it usually connotes"that the user is

educated.

Too frequently, however, we must attempt to reach these goals in less

than ideal situations. Many of us are confronted with increasingly larger

composition sections despite national guidelines and wavering enrollments.

Often;we have multiple sections of comp which means hundreds of papers to

read during the semester. Our syllabus often includes an introduction to

fiction, drama, poetry, and research techniques, beides the expectation of

turning out self-confident, thinking individuals who can express themselves

intelligently in spoken and written language. Clearly no easy job, if we

take it seriously.

In response to these goals and problems.I would like to offer a few

general concepts that, as a teacher of composition and not as a professional

linguist, I have found useful as a basis for structuring English composition

classes. The combination of individualized instruction and selected aspects

of linguistics dan help meet the needs of our students. The use of in-class

tutors and writing notebooks work well with a study of the range Of American
r .

1

dialects in a class'aimed at improving language ability. I do riot intend to

outline an English composition cowrie, but rather present a basis for operation

with a few specific ideas that might be adapted forao8r own specifiC needs.

My experimentation during the last two years has met encouraging success.

First of-all, two means of effecting individualized instruction, the use

of in-claSs tutors and writing notebooks, help to determine a'nd respond to the

Specific needs of each student.in the comp class. Ir(4ividualizing instruction

allows for a variety of activities that make better Use of the scheduled class

hourS by giving.students time to write, time to discuss their writing with

others,. and oppOrtunities to work in.- groups on varilio4s/other aspects of the

3
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English course, literature or research for example. Able upper-class

students who work as tutors with the comp Students on a regular 'bay in the

scheduled class hours of the comp section insure that students receive con-

.

stant feedback on their writing. Every student's writing is read by either

1
a tutor or the instructor at almost every session. The writing process be-

comes one of consistent rethinking and rewriting during the activity of
1

writing, rather than only after the completion of the creative process as

is the case with the cony ional method of writing and submitting papers

for evaluation and comments. The writing situation, then, becomes an on-

going process of communicating to-a real audience. The tutor serves as a

sounding boar f r;tdeas; he is someone who can probe the student's thinking,

help shape fuz ideas, and respond to the effectiveness of the student's

communicat44. The use of in-class tutors can significantly speed p,thg

dpment of writing ability - -the feedback during the writing process makes

difference.

The use of in-class tutors developed from a need to reach more students

more frequently. Studies by William J. Dusel (1955)2 and Edwin H. Sauer

(1962)3 'show that the use of lay readers in the English class allows the in-

structor to functiom more effectively in the learning situation. The tutors

that I have employed are drawn from my Linguistics class or Methods of Teach-
-

i'ng English class, or from the ranks of English and Education majors. Some

are paid when we can manage a-pittance from the department budget; others are

content to work for the practical experience. At the beginning of each sem-

ester the tutors are briefed in the essentials of their fUnction: to encour- '

age the comp student to think, develop, and organize his ideas; to discuss

difficult and unclear ideas with the student; to ask key questions that might

provoke more in-depth thinking; to analyze the student's writing and 'show him

4
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where he can say more, give more exampl", be more interesting. In short,

much of the tutor's Viorlc. revolves around the.question,."Is the writer saying

what he intends to say in the.most effective and interesting way possible?"

'More in-depth training of the tutors continues through the semester, es
-

peeially if they have not had Linguistics or Methods of Teaching English.

Theone Hughes' Zero-In4 program and David Holbrook's Children's Writing5 are

useful in shaping the tutor's attitudes toward student writing.

The second means of Individualizing comp instruction, the use of writing

notebooks, has certain advantages over assigning a series of individual papers.

At the beginning of each semester the comp student is instructed to keep a

loose-leaf notebook of all his writing for the course. Besides working on

assigned topics and projects, the student should also include in the notebook

any writing 'of his own choosing (for example, poetry, .stories, letters, pppers

from other classes). The notebook should contain the drafts as well as the

finished product, all assembled in order of development. Ultimdtely, the stu-

dent will begin to see how to rewrite and expand ideas, and how several drafts

of a paper will lead to a moreffective finished product. The student is

encouraged to write constantly. Whenever a paper is completed, he should be-

gin another. Grades are not assigned to individual papers, but rather comments

are made for revision,if necessary. With the help of the tutors and the in-

structor, the student works pin each paper until it receives an'"Ok." Period-
.

iCally, or at the student's r quest, the notebook is graded on the basis.of

all, its contents. A separate ealuation-recommendation sheet is prepared for

each student and a letter grade is assigned. Gradually, students begin to

enjoy writing--they know that what they write can be'revised, that they will

receive help with it, and that they will not be graded until they are satis-

fied with their work. The notebook also allows for a variety of kinds of
5 5
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writing. Too often we stress only analytic writing (critical papers and re-

ports) and neglect the more speculative modes (fiction, poetry, drama, con-

-versations). And t4e\notebook provides a basis for analyzing t

various dialects of American E

-The most "individuil" and 'basic" eleMentin the comp class is the

student's own language, the idiolect and dialect that identifies him as'an

individual and relates him to a specific social and cultural heritage. The

COCO 'policy statement, "Students' Right t. Their Own Language,"
6

stresses

thd importance of this: "Since dialect i

intrinsic part of it, accepting a new dial

rejecting one's native dialect is to some

(" Students' Right to Their Own Language,"

individualized composition class, students

and appreciation for the many varieties

plore their social, political, and ethica

the comp class is to make,the student pro

cluding the dialect of edited American E

knot separate from culture, but an

ect means accepting a new culture;

xtend a rejection of one's culture"

. 6). Within the framework of an

can increase their awareness of

1

American English, as well as ex-

ramifications. A primary goal of

icient in the use of language), in-
\

glish. We cannot let the emotional

arguments over the student's right to'hi ,own dialect cloud the issue. More

basically, the student has the right to choose dialects for the situations he

becomes a part of all of us have tha ability. We owe the development of

this ability, or at least the awaren ss for developing this ability, to,our

students. As linguists have expla/ned, we all possess the capacity to become

ass we need to structure activities that ex-multi-dialectal. 7
In the

(lore the cultural and ling ic features of various dialects, showing none

to b6Hmore "correct" than others. As one dialect of American English, then,

.64E becomes not the norm, but rather a type.of language that is appropriate

for some contexts and not for others.
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A firm understan#ng of American dialects, as,part of the activity of

the composition class, can be achieved in a'number of ways using several

aspects of linguistics and applied linguistics. Students need to know how

,language works, what transpires in various language situations, and how to

control and direct their min use of language. A knowledge of deep structure

(generally, what a sentence means) and surface structure (the features of

the finished sentence) i n 1 n uage can be used as a basis for activities that'

lead.to these goals.f Showing that'one concept or idea can take various sur-

face shapes heightens awareness of language differences. Individual or

group, activities, such as writing directions for a simple process (tieing

a shoe, making a paper airplane, opening a can with a manual can opener, etc.),

desicribing a picture, or, giving an account of an accident, illikAtrate the

various ways the same thing can be expressed indifferent language structures.

A second part to these exercises might be to rewrite the same exercise for

specific audiences, for example a grandparent, a best friend, a seven-year old.

Students will begin to see how they change vriclus features of their language

to suit the audience and the situation, as well as observing how others adapt

language. Comparisons of various exercise 4 the same topic will point out

the range of language differences iri the cl ss and will provide a foundatiOn

for noting dialectal differences. As the st udents experiment with language

and compile the results in, their notebooks, they will gradually assemble their
0

personal text of language samples: The indi idual notebooks become one source

book for comparing and contrasting the gramm tical and usage features of the

4

dialects of American English. Other activiti s that might'fit in here could'

be drawn from works like S. I. Hayakaia's Lan age in Thought and Action8 or

William Spprke's and Beatrice Tainesl. Ooublesp ak: Language For Sale.9

As the students assem4le various samples o% language-in use, other dis-

L
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tinctions should be made so that dialectal differences will become more

apparent. Grammar should be differentiated from usage. Grammar is "a

description of the system by which language conveys meanings beyond the sum

of the meanings of the individual words. It includes phonology, morphology,

and syntax" (Students' Right to Thelir Own Language," p.-17). Usage refers

to the range of language contexts or situations. Using the student samples

of language, besides those supplied by literature and other sources, we can

cite grammatical differences in various dialects. For example, the changes

in the surface features of the following sentences are grammatical:

he's workin'

he's a-workin'
he is working,

he workin'

he be workin'

(means he is working ,ow -- Appalachian Mountain

dialect)
(means he is working ror an indefinite time)
(EAywritten form)
(means he is working right now--Black English
Vernacular)
(means he is habitually workingBEV) 10

Thus, sound differences (phonology), differences the use of, inflectional

morphemes (i. e., plural markers, possessive marker agreement on singular

third person present tense verbs, etc.), and changes syntax are the kinds

of grammatical features that distinguish among various regional and ethnic

dialects. Usage features, on the other hand, might be stu es wi t hi n the

framework of levels of usage as'provided by Martin Joos in Th- Five Clocks.
11

)
Joos describes five kinds of situations in which language is var.' d to fit

he occasion. The JeGels range from intimate, casual, and consultat

formal and frozen. Language changes art made on each level according to

the kinds of assumpti that the speaker-,writer makes about his listener-

reader. Students the composition class might heighten awareness of these

distinctions by e mining samples of regional and ethnic dialects, creating

characters and waiting dialect conversations appropriate to various levels of

usage, conductinb and writing interviews, and by writ

8

stories and plays,
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as well-is rmal papers. With these writing activities the student can

appreciate how comunication takes plaCe in a range of contexts and in a

variety of dialects,-including the dialect of EAE.

My final comments pertain to teaching the EAE dialect. The student's

writing notebook again serves as a basis for distinguishing the features of

gpi
this dialect from the'grammatica:1 and usage features of other dialects. With

the help of the in-class Tutors, the student's forMal compositions can be

compared and contrasted with tNIAe informal papers, stories, poetry, inter-

views and dramas so4hat specific areas of difficulty in the EAE dialect

can.be isolated. Individualized practice exercises can then be developed

to address these areas. Several -recent research studies, which set some

guidelines for these exercises, show that lessons in grammar are counter-

productive to increasing writing ability. Note that the authors of Research

in Written Composition (1963)
12

conclude that "the teaching of formal grammar

.has negligible or . . . even a harmful effect,on the improvement of writing"

(pp. 37-38). And the experiments of Kellogg Hunt (1965),13 John C. Mellon

(1969),14 and Frank O'Hare (1973)15 reveal that structural sentence-combining

exercises can increase writing proficiency. Moreover, William Strong comments

in a recent article that "sentence-combining exercises are best regarded as

a skill-building adjunct to a writing program. . . . There's a very good

chance that sentence-combining may help you teach both the human and trans-

cribing basics more effectively; and there's a pretty good chance that the

exercises may take you into some other dimensions called syntactic maturity

and cognitive development."
16

In the composition class, then, sentence-combining exercises, only one

kind of individualized grammatical exercise that could be used, can help

students acquire atures of EAE and avoid such problems as unintentional

9
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senten e'fragments, run-on sentences and comma splices. Exercises directed , ,

to these specific ends can be developed from the plan presented ky Charles R.

Cooper in "An Outline for Writing Sentence-4ombining Problems."17 Other

writing activities might employ various aspects of traditional, structural,

and transformational-generative grammars to address the most frequent

problems students, encounter in writing EAE dialect.

Individualized instruction in the composition class, then, allows us

to really meet the needs'of each student, while an emphasis on dialects

draws on and enlarges the language resources of each student. What I have

suggested are only a few ways that language fluency and writing ability

might be i creased. It remains our job-to continue probing educational

methodology and contemporary linguistics for other means to these ends.

0

I.0
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